British Target and Single Shot rifles

The British Falling Block Breech Loading Rifle from 1865
by Jon Kirton, revised edition .................................. #Book-BFBBLR
The comprehensive book on all makers of British Falling Block rifles. Over 130 additional pages, with hundreds of photographs. Hard cover, 8-1/2” x 11” format, 380 pages.
#Book-BFBBLR British Falling Block only $63.99
The Target Rifle in Australia 1860-1900 ..................... #Book-TRA
by J. E. Corcoran
Early target rifles, including percussion. Information on the 1870’s Creedmoor matches both here and aboard. Over 100 photos and drawings of American and British target rifles. Loads, twist rates and targets for various rifles. Hard cover, with 221 pages.
#Book-TRA The Target rifle in Australia only $35.50
British Bulldog Revolver ................................. #Book-BBR
by George Layman
The history of the British made pistol that really won the American west. Includes production numbers, variants, and information for collectors. Includes hundreds of black & white photographs. Hard cover, with 191 pages.
#Book-BBR British Bulldog Revolver only $32.50
The British Single Shots, Volume 2 .................... #Book-BSSR-V2
by Wal Winter
The second volume deals with George Gibbs rifles and accessories. Over 200 photos, drawings of rifles, loading tools, sights, and targets. Hardcover, 8-1/2 x 11” volume with 179 pages.
#Book-BSSR-V2 British Single Shots, Vol 2 only $59.99

The British Single Shots, Volume 3 ..................... #Book-BSSR-V3
by Wal Winter
In this third volume, Wal Winter relates the intriguing story of W.J. Jeffery and the Trade Farquharsons. He chronicles Jeffery’s reintroduction of the Farquharsons in England. Also includes notes on Nitro Cartridges. Hard cover volume of 260 pages, black and white photographs and illustrations.
#Book-BSSR-V3 British Single Shots, Vol 3 only $59.99
The British Single Shots, Volume 4 ..................... #Book-BSSR-V4
by Wal Winter
Westley Richards was the leader in British breech-loading single shot development. Their early designs predated both the paper cartridge and coil case forms of the 1850-1860 period. Volume 4 describes in great detail Westley Richard’s designs during the early breech-loading period. Much attention is given to the text and hundreds of photos and drawings of rifles, sights, reloading tools, and cartridges for all models. 265 pages, black and white photographs and illustrations.
#Book-BSSR-V4 British Single Shots, Vol 4 only $59.99
The British Single Shots, Volume 5 ..................... #Book-BSSR-V5
by Wal Winter
The fifth volume of the series covers the activities of Henry John Holland, of Holland and Holland and how from humble beginnings, developed a firm that is today, second to none. He started in 1835 and as his fame grew he turned his attention to building guns for the top end of the London market. Holland had little interest in target rifles, devoting his efforts to building the highest quality sporting guns and rifles. Hardcover 202 pages, black and white photographs and illustrations, some color photos.
#Book-BSSR-V5 British Single Shots, Vol 5 only $59.99
The British Single Shots, Volume 6 ..................... #Book-BSSR-V6
by Wal Winter
Volume 6, covers the Webley, Kynoch and Ely companies and it's history. Details of rifles produced: the Scott-Field, Webley-Wyley, model of 1897 and the famous Model of 1902. Webley was, during the late 1800s and early 1900s the largest British manufacturer of sporting arms. The remaining sections of this volume will cover a little known rifle, the Ingram-Coster of 1897 of which only one is known. The history of Eley and Kynoch as well as their activities and developments from black powder days through Cordite and it’s problems and the development of Nitro for black loads, compromise the balance of the book. Also included is a large section devoted to additional information and corrections of material covered in previous books in this series. Hardcover, 8-1/2 x 11” format, 311 pages.
#Book-BSSR-V6 British Single Shots, Vol 6 only $69.99